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High Schools require clear organization 
and strong circulation systems to move 
students safely and efficiently through 
the building during a normal school day.
Additionally, schools are used extensively 
by the community for after-hours and 
weekend activities.

Oxon Hill High School is designed for 1200 
students.  3-story classroom wings are 
served from a full height concourse 
anchored by a rotunda. The vertical 
space allows for views to all levels aiding 
supervision and helping new students, 
faculty and visitors orient themselves to 
the various program spaces.

The focus of this submission is on these 
main circulation spaces. The rotunda is 
the heart of the school with many 
planned activities ranging from concerts 
from the award winning school choir and 
band, string quartets, student art shows, 
e d u c a t i o n a l d i s p l a y s , R O T C 
presentations, and many other informal 
student-based activities.

The challenge for the design team was to 
come up with some underlying basis for 
the selection of colors and materials to 
amplify the role of these important 
interior spaces.



The interiors of Oxon Hill High School incorporate masonry banding 
found on the exterior and the school colors of black and gold. 
Colors are further informed and inspired by research into the quilts 
of Gee’s Bend, an African American rural community in Alabama. 
The quilting tradition in Gee’s Bend goes back to the 19th century 
and features the use of bright colors and simple geometry.



Text

The building is organized along a 
3-story concourse anchored by 
a rotunda. Clerestories in these 
two elements and along the 2-
story entrance flood the interior 
w i t h n a t u r a l l i g h t . S t r o n g 
geometric floor patterns define 
these areas with bright colored 
wall accents.



View of rotunda        



Views of concourse and rotunda       



Views of concourse        



ABSTRACTION & IMPROVISATION
All of the quilts in this Gee's Bend project may be called improvisational or "my way" quilts. Uninhibited by the norms of fine

or folk art, the Bend quiltmakers have been guided by a faith in personal vision; most of them start with basic forms and head

off "their way" with unexpected patterns, unusual colors, and surprising rhythms. The quiltmakers of Gee's Bend and

Rehoboth tell similar stories when describing their separate styles; taken together, the women's insistence on developing a

unique artistic voice becomes a statement about their community's tradition. The people of the Bend like to do things in

certain ways and have stuck to them. Theirs are handsome, if unorthodox, works of art, yet the shared unorthodoxy attests to

the stabilizing power of a tradition that, for many decades, has fostered individualism and even eccentricity. By making what

they want to make, these women reveal innovative ways of looking at fabric, design, and format and have produced work

that is utterly original and ranks with the finest abstract art in any tradition.

 ‹ previous (/quilt-categories/abstraction-improvisation?page=3) 1 (/quilt-categories/abstraction-improvisation)  

2 (/quilt-categories/abstraction-improvisation?page=1)  3 (/quilt-categories/abstraction-improvisation?page=2)  
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(/artist/willie-ann-
benning/work/diamond-
square-variation-set-
cornerstones) (/artist/sarah-

benning/work/snowball-
variation-quiltmakers-name-
bow-tie)

(/artist/mertlene-
perkins/work/blocks-tied-
yarn)

(/artist/candis-
pettway/work/log-
cabin%E2%80%94courthouse-
steps-variation-local-name-
bricklayer)

(/artist/lottie-
pettway/work/doves-
window-variation)

(/artist/ruth-
kennedy/work/pinwheel%E2%80%94thirty-
block-variation)

(/artist/sally-mae-
pettway/work/blocks-and-
strips)

(/artist/edwina-
pettway/work/blocks)

(/artist/plummer-t-
pettway/work/roman-
stripes-variation-local-
name-crazy-quilt)
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View of cafeteria hallway looking toward rotunda        



Views of main entry hallway looking into Guidance        



Views of library        
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Views of auditorium        


